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√“¬ß“πª√–®”ªï 2546
>> ‡√“ √√§å √â“ß§«“¡ ÿ¢·≈–§«“¡ «¬ß“¡‡æ◊ËÕª«ß™π4-ME

The Market
∫–À¡’Ë°÷Ëß ”‡√Á®√Ÿª¡’∫∑∫“∑ ”§—≠Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß„π™’«‘µª√–®”«—π¢Õß§π‰∑¬„πªí®®ÿ∫—π ·≈–®–‡æ‘Ë¡∫∑∫“∑¡“°¬‘Ëß¢÷Èπ„πÕπ“§µµ“¡

æƒµ‘°√√¡ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§∑’Ë‡ª≈’Ë¬π‰ª¥â«¬§«“¡∑’Ë‡√àß√’∫ µâÕß°“√§«“¡ –¥«°√«¥‡√Á« µâÕß°“√Õ–‰√∑’Ëßà“¬Ê ºŸâº≈‘µ§à“¬µà“ßÊ ¡’°“√æ—≤π“º≈‘µ¿—≥±å

Õ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß «“ßµ≈“¥√ ™“µ‘„À¡à ‡æ◊ËÕ¥÷ß§«“¡ π„®®“°ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§„ÀâÀ—π¡“≈‘È¡≈Õß√ ™“µ‘¢Õßµπ ·≈–À«—ß‡ªìπ∑’ËÀπ÷Ëß„π√ ™“µ‘π—ÈπÊ °“√

·¢àß¢—π¥—ß°≈à“« àßº≈„Àâµ≈“¥‡µ‘∫‚µ¢÷Èπ ¡’¡Ÿ≈§à“µ≈“¥„πªïªí®®ÿ∫—π 9,500 ≈â“π∫“∑

History
∫–À¡’Ë°÷Ëß ”‡√Á®√Ÿª 4-me ∂◊Õ°”‡π‘¥¢÷Èπ‚¥¬°“√√à«¡∑ÿπ√–À«à“ß∫√‘…—∑ ·°√¡¡’Ë ·≈–°≈ÿà¡¥“√“»‘≈ªîπ„π —ß°—¥ ∫√‘…—∑ ‰∑¬‡æ√ ‘́‡¥π∑åøŸ¥ å

®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ∫√‘…—∑  Àæ—≤πæ‘∫Ÿ≈ ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ·≈–∫√‘…—∑ ‰Õ.´’.´’. Õ‘π‡µÕ√å‡π™—Ëπ·π≈ ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ‰¥â®—¥µ—Èß∫√‘…—∑ 4 æ’‡æ‘≈øŸ¥ å

®”°—¥ ‡æ◊ËÕ∫√‘À“√ß“π∫–À¡’Ë°÷Ëß ”‡√Á®√Ÿª 4-me ‡√‘Ë¡«“ßµ≈“¥‡¥◊Õπ ‘ßÀ“§¡ 2545  3 √ ™“µ‘∑’Ë«“ß®”Àπà“¬ §◊Õ µâ¡¬”°ÿâßπÈ”¢âπ µâ¡¬”À¡Ÿ —∫

·≈–À¡Ÿ —∫ √ ™“µ‘¥—ß°≈à“«‡ªìπ√ ™“µ‘¬Õ¥π‘¬¡„πµ≈“¥ ®÷ß¡’‚Õ°“ „π°“√∑”¬Õ¥¢“¬ Ÿß °≈ÿà¡ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§‡ªÑ“À¡“¬§◊Õ «—¬√ÿàπµ—Èß·µàÕ“¬ÿ 14 ªï

∂÷ß«—¬∑”ß“π‡√‘Ë¡µâπ Õ“¬ÿ 25 ªï „πªí®®ÿ∫—π¡’°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß°≈ÿà¡ºŸâ∂◊ÕÀÿâπ„À¡à §◊Õ ∫√‘…—∑ ‰∑¬‡æ√´‘‡¥π∑åøŸ¥ å ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ∫√‘…—∑

 Àæ—≤πæ‘∫Ÿ≈ ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ·≈–∫√‘…—∑ ‰Õ.´’.´’. Õ‘π‡µÕ√å‡π™—Ëπ·π≈ ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) Relaunch ‚©¡„À¡à∫–À¡’Ë 4-me æ√âÕ¡™ÿ¥‚¶…≥“„À¡à

‡¥◊Õπ¡‘∂ÿπ“¬π 2546

Product Development
∫–À¡’Ë 4-me ¡’°“√æ—≤π“º≈‘µ¿—≥±å‰¡àÀ¬ÿ¥¬—Èß∑—Èß∑“ß¥â“π√ ™“µ‘ ·≈–§«“¡‡Àπ’¬«πÿà¡¢Õß‡ âπ ¡’°“√∑”«‘®—¬æƒµ‘°√√¡ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§

·≈–æ—≤π“√ ™“µ‘Õ¬à“ß ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‰¥â√ ™“µ‘Õ√àÕ¬∂Ÿ°„® ·≈–√Ÿª·∫∫πà“ π„®

Promotion
°“√®—¥‚ª√‚¡™—Ëπ‡πâπ§«“¡·ª≈°„À¡à∑—π ¡—¬„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“√Ÿâ®—°µ√“ ‘π§â“ ·≈–Õ¬“°´◊ÈÕ ‡™àπ ·®°´’¥’‡æ≈ß¬Õ¥π‘¬¡¢Õß»‘≈ªîπ¥—ß·°√¡¡’Ë

√‘‡√‘Ë¡®—¥™‘ß‚™§ Instant Win ‚¥¬·®°√∂¬πµå Honda CRV °≈âÕß¥‘®‘µÕ≈ ·≈–Õ◊ËπÊ Õ’°¡“°¡“¬ ‡πâπ°≈¬ÿ∑∏å √â“ß§«“¡·µ°µà“ß®“°§Ÿà·¢àß¢—π

‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß∞“π¬Õ¥¢“¬„Àâ¡—Ëπ§ß ◊∫‰ª

ª√—™≠“ ¥√.‡∑’¬¡ ‚™§«—≤π“
√à“ß°“¬µâÕß°“√Õ“À“√°“¬©—π„¥ ®‘µ„®µâÕß°“√Õ“À“√„®©—ππ—Èπ
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ANNUAL REPORT2003
>> We make people happy and beautiful.

The Market
Nowadays, the instant noodle has an important role in the lifestyle of Thai people and is most likely to increase its

role in the future considering the growing trend in consumer behavior towards a faster lifestyle. They need products that are

convenient, speedy and easy. Manufacturers consistently develop their products to meet the market trends, launching new

flavors to attract and appeal consumers to try their products, hoping that theirs will become top ranking in each flavor. As

a result, in the wake of this competition, the market has grown to a current value of 9.5 billion baht.

History
The 4-ME instant noodle originated as a joint venture involving the Grammy Company and its group of artists, Thai

President Foods Plc, Saha Patanapibul Plc and I.C.C. International Plc. A new company by the name of 4 People Foods Co.,

Ltd. was set up to organize and manage the product, 4-ME instant noodle, which was launched in August 2002. Three flavors

were available on the market-Tomyum Koong in a thick soup, Tomyum Moosub and Moosub (Minced Pork). Because the

three flavors are all-time favorites in the market, they have high chance of market success in sales volume. The main targets

are teen consumers from 14 year-olds to 25-year-old (first jobbers). Currently, there is a corporate restructured set-up

consisting of Thai President Foods Plc, Saha Patanapibul Plc and I.C.C. International Plc. A new 4-ME instant noodle brand

was re-launched with a new advertising campaign in June 2002.

Product Development
The 4-ME instant noodle is undergoing relentless product development in its flavor and noodle texture to cater to

consumer taste. Market research is consistently being conducted to understand consumer behavior and to develop flavors

that will be more palatable.

Promotion
As a strategy to differentiate itself from competitors and to secure its market share, novelty promotional campaigns

have been hold to enhance product and brand awareness, as well as stimulate sales. For example buy 4-me get free CDs

of Grammyû superstars and the Instant win campaign for Honda CRV, digital cameras and many other valuable prizes.

Dr.Thiam Chokwatanaûs Philosophy :
Just as the body needs food, the mind needs mental nourishment.




